


THE PSALMS



150 Hebrew poems, many put to song  

A range of authors 

Five book “volumes”  

Five main styles  

    Praise  
    Wisdom  
    Lament  
    Hope  
    Thanksgiving 

THE FACTS 
_



“The Psalms are among the oldest poems in the world, and they 
still rank with any poetry in any culture, ancient or modern, from 
anywhere in the world. They are full of power and passion, 
horrendous misery and unrestrained jubilation, tender sensitivity 
and powerful hope. Anyone at all whose heart is open to new 
dimensions of human experience, anyone who loves good writing, 
anyone who wants a window into the bright lights and dark corners 
of the human soul—anyone open to the beautiful expression of a 
larger vision of reality should react to these poems like someone 
who hasn’t had a good meal for a week or two.”  

The Case For The Psalms  

N.T. WRIGHT 
_



IN THIS SERIES WE ARE GOING TO LOOK AT THE 5 
TYPES OF PSALMS, SEEKING WHAT THEY ARE AND 
TAKE US ALL TOWARDS NEW PLACES WITH GOD



BEFORE WE START: 
HUMILITY TO SCRIPTURE READING



WHAT IS READING?



MECHANICALLY:  
USING OUR EYES TO INTERPRET FORMS OF  

WORDS AND SYMBOLS



IMAGINATIVELY:  
IT IS A STORY WE CAN ENTER INTO 
OR A WORLD WE CAN GO AND SEE 





Reading is done in either a literary or unliterary way. The 
primary distinction between the two is that the unliterary reader 
uses books for their own purposes where the literary reader 
actively receives them. Active reception requires that we open 
ourselves up to what a text can do to us “by being in its totality 
precisely the thing it is.” This means that we allow a text to be 
itself, and we receive it on its own terms. It means we don’t 
expect poetry to be prose, or fiction to be fact (though both can 
be equally true). It means that we refuse to impose our will upon 
a text and that we allow it to shape us into different kinds of 
people. If we can receive a text in this way, we can get out of 
ourselves and into another. We can come “to see with other eyes, 
to imagine with other imaginations, to feel with other hearts, as 
well as with our own.”

LEWIS IN ‘AN EXPERIMENT IN CRITICISM’ 
_



But this is not our normal way of interacting with the world; 
rather, we “see the whole world from one point of view with a 
perspective and a selectiveness peculiar to [ourselves].” There’s 
nothing necessarily wrong with this particularity. But literary 
reading gives us other lenses to see through, other shoes to walk 
in, other experiences to learn from.

LEWIS IN ‘AN EXPERIMENT IN CRITICISM’ 
_



This is why Lewis suggests that our primary concern while reading 
should be “with entering fully into the opinions, and therefore 
also the attitudes, feelings and total experience, of [others].”If 
we do this, we can actually “delight to enter into other men’s 
beliefs . . . even though we think them untrue. And into their 
passions, though we think them depraved . . . And also into their 
imaginations, though they lack all realism of content.” Reading in 
this non-imperialistic, empathetic, and open-hearted way allows us 
to encounter, appreciate, and receive perspectives that differ 
from our own. It allows us to enter into them and walk around for 
a little while, to experience life from that vantage before 
returning to our own.

LEWIS IN ‘AN EXPERIMENT IN CRITICISM’ 
_



And we must return to our own perspectives when we close a book, 
for we remain ourselves even as we become these countless others. 
But the perspectives we return to may have changed. They may be 
larger and more expansive. They may have more room for the other 
with all their particularity and distinctiveness. We can be 
enlarged and transformed through our reading, and the ways we 
inhabit the world might be forever changed — but only if we are 
willing to actively receive what the work has to offer, to “Look. 
Listen. Receive. Get [ourselves] out of the way.” 

LEWIS IN ‘AN EXPERIMENT IN CRITICISM’ 
_



WE MUST RECEIVE A PSALM: 
AS IT IS  

BY WHO IT WAS 
FOR WHAT IT WAS FOR 

(AND TO DO THIS TAKES ‘CRITICAL WORK’…)



READING SCRIPTURE REQUIRES SLOWING DOWN





“Reading is a gift, but only if the words are taken into the soul 
– eaten, chewed, gnawed, received in unhurried delight.” 

EUGENE PETERSON 
_



READING SCRIPTURE REQUIRES VULNERABILITY



VULNERABILITY IS A  
TWO-WAY STREET

THE TEXT IS, 
ARE YOU?



THIS OPEN AND HONEST DIALOGUE IS AKA: 
PRAYER



“Praying [like we see in the Psalms] is not being nice before God 
but being open before God."

EUGENE PETERSON 
_



“Most people are bored with prayer because they aren’t actually 
praying - they’re pretending. They are filtering things and 
bringing what’s left to God. The Psalmists don’t do that. Morning, 
noon and night, they honestly cry out to God.”

JOHN MARK COMER 
_



To use the Psalms as a prayer tool: 

Physically slow down 

(don’t do this on the run – get a comfortable spot) 

Read an entire Psalm  

(at least once through but three times is ideal) 

Hone in on just a small piece 

Receive it 

Paraphrase it for yourself 

Pray the words you have discovered 

Out loud, let it start you off in conversation with God 

PRAYING THE PSALMS AS A PRACTICE 
_



PSALM 142




